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Challenge 3 2013   Fall Colours 

 Photo # Score Comments                                                     

  

1 
 18 -Good use of green red and blue contrasting colors 

-Like the green tips on the red leaves 
- Would be improved by toning down the brighter area on the green leaf on the left 

 

2 14 2.8 mb 
-Good use of contrasting colors 
-The tree lacks interest and is cut off 
-The moody and subdued background conflicts with the bright foreground tree. 

 

3 15 207 kb 
-Good use of the rue of thirds and well placed leading lines 
-The white balance is off as seen in the clouds.  Add a little blue to improve the colors 

 

4 14 -Good composition and use of vignette to focus attention on the leaves and 
mushrooms 
-The photo is cluttered and the mushrooms are over exposed 
-Needs a main focal point 
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5 21 2.7 mb 
-The colors in the foreground and background blend beautifully 
-Lighting on the leaves is great 
-The photo is not as sharp as it could be. 
-Cloning out the leaf in the lower left would improve the photo 

 

6 15 - Good contrast in the texture of the leaves and the sumac flower. 
-The photo could be improved by darkening the sky to accentuate the sumac flower 
- Could do with more space on the top to open up the photo. 

 

7 21 - Really good use of low angle to enhance the perspective. 
- Good contrast, detail and sharpness 
-The blob in the upper left is distracting and should be cloned out. 
-Would like more blue sky rather than clouds.    (Can’t have everything) 

 

8 22 2.8 mb 
-The use of a black and white frame really enhances this photo 
-The black in the frame complements the dark branches 
-The composition is good with effective leading lines 
-The blue sky beautifully complements the color of the leaves.  

 

9 18 8 mb 
-The boat appears to be the center of interest here but it is too far off to the side. 
-Good clarity and use of the branches as leading lines to the background 
-The right side is slightly over exposed 
-Cloning out the dark rocks in the lower right may improve the composition. 
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10 20 -Good use of the leaves to frame the photo 
-May be improved with slightly less exposure and slightly more contrast 
-Remove the white spot in the lower left 
 

 

 

11 13 2.7 mb 
-Composition is a little too cluttered with no real foreground or background 
-No color contrast 
-Possibly try a very low angle to get a contrasting sky 

 

12 16 -This is a good documentary photo with good contrast and color saturation 
-A different time of day may have resulted in less mottled shadows 
- Taking the photo on a day with a blue sky would have been better as the white sky 
attracts the eye away from the main subject. 

 

13 20 The composition is good and follows the rule of thirds but the photo would have been 
improved by: 
  -Darkening the blue sky to help the trees pop  
  -Reduce the exposure and saturation on the yellows 

 

14 12 -Needs contrast.  Suggest using a polarizer to remove reflections and deepen contrast. 
-Foreground branches in the middle ruin the photo 
-Try a different angle to clear the clutter 
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15 12 225 kb 
-Good attempt at a creative approach 

 


